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Reply 10583 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: Were there any cost over-runs of any budget for the new playground on Parliament’s 
grounds opened in November 2019, if so, what costs were in excess of the budget?  
Reply: Yes there were cost overruns. The cost overruns were: Slide $76,721, civil works $25,912 
and architectural and engineering fees of $72,728.  
10583 (2020)  

 
Reply 10437 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: What was the total cost of the design of the new playground on Parliament’s 
grounds opened in November 2019?  
Reply: The total cost of the playspace design was $37,925.  
10437 (2020)  

 
 

Reply 10436 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: What was the cost of the slide for the new playground on Parliament’s grounds 
opened in November 2019?  
Reply: The total cost of the slide to design, manufacture, and install was $241,772.  
10436 (2020)  

 
 

Reply 10584 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: What was the original budget, if any, for the new playground on parliament’s 
grounds opened in November 2019?  
Reply: The Budget for the playspace was $400,000.  
10584 (2020)  

 
 

Reply 10438 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: What was the total cost of the new playground on Parliament grounds opened in 
November 2019?  
Reply: The total cost of the playspace was $572,154.  
10438 (2020)  

 
 

Reply 10586 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: What was the cost of the landscaping, if any, associated with the new playground on 
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Parliaments grounds opened in November 2019?  
Reply: The civil works cost covered all landscaping in addition to the required playspace safety 
surfacing. The total civil works cost was $170,912.  
10586 (2020)  

 
 

Reply 10585 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: When was the budget, if any, approved for the new playground on Parliament’s 
grounds opened in November 2019?  
Reply: The Budget was approved on the 1st October 2018.  
10585 (2020)  

 
 

Reply 10587 (2020) has been answered  
Portfolio: Speaker of the House  
Question: What was the total amount spent on consultants, if any, on the new playground on 
Parliament’s grounds opened in November 2019?  
Reply: The total cost spent on consultants was $180,624. Note: the consultants were engineer 
and architect fees.  
10587 (2020)  
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